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## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation / acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVVES artefact</td>
<td>An outcome of IVVES project. Types of artefacts we will have are: tools, data, courses, tutorials, tool chains, use cases and success stories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document and the information contained are the property of the IVVES Consortium and shall not be copied in any form or disclosed to any party outside the Consortium without the written permission of the Project Coordination Committee, as regulated by the IVVES Consortium Agreement and the AENEAS Articles of Association and Internal Regulations.
1. Executive Summary

The IVVES framework will be an online platform that acts as a front-end for the public IVVES artefacts to the people outside of the consortium. By making sure that all the public IVVES outcomes come with a well-defined and clear package of training and possibilities to try them out (experiment with them), we hope to give dissemination of the IVVES outcomes a real boost. Confidential material will not be shared on the platform, it will be shared using other means, for example the internal repository of the project.

This document describes the architecture of the platform.
2. Architecture for the IVVES experimentation framework

The IVVES framework is built on open source Moodle platform on address https://learn.ivves.eu/. This web site acts as front end and user interface towards both IVVES partners that act as content providers, and end users that may be either IVVES partners or external users.

The content of this framework consists of the public outcomes of IVVES project, called artefacts that may be for example:

- tools or techniques that have been developed or extended in the project,
- data that can be used for AI or machine learning (ML),
- courses or tutorials related to the project topics,
- tool chains consisting of one or more IVVES tools,
- use cases or success stories about using the IVVES tools or techniques.

The structure and at least part of the content of each artefact is provided directly through the Moodle platform. However, some content, for example videos, source code or online versions of the tools for experimentation, is going to be linked from the Moodle to external servers, as visualized in the high level architecture below.

![High level architecture of the IVVES platform](image)

Access to edit the artefacts can be managed per artefact (called course in Moodle), as well as visibility to the end users. The options for end user access include allowing guest access, self-enrolment or only specifically allowing artefact editors to grant user access to the artefact. As the plan is to provide only public content on the platform, the most viable options seem to be allowing guest access or self-enrolment.
As an example artefact, we will present a course about open source TESTAR tool. This course has content including text and pictures directly on Moodle (shown in Figure 2), links to videos on Youtube (shown in Figure 3), link to source code on Github, link to external web pages for more information (shown in Figure 2), and link and instructions to a hosted environment to experiment with the tool (shown in Figure 4) if the end user does not want to install the tool on his/her own environment.

**Introduction**

GUI Testing is a testing technique where one tests the System Under Test (SUT) solely through its graphical user interface. The way to find errors is to thoroughly observe the status of the GUI after each step of the test. In practice, this type of testing is often carried out manually, as it is often difficult to develop an automated test case document and verify whether the application responds to all inputs as expected.

To automate GUI testing approaches there are basically two approaches:

- **script-based** test automation, where test cases or test sequences are defined prior to test execution. That means the test cases are static in the sense that they are not adapted dynamically during the test execution.
- **scriptless** test automation, where the test cases or sequences are generated dynamically, one step at a time, during the test execution, based on the observed state of the system under test.

In this course we concentrate on scriptless test automation in general and on the TESTAR tool specifically.

TESTAR is an open source tool for scriptless test automation through graphical user interface (GUI). TESTAR currently supports the various AI / ML based features for active learning of state models during automated exploration of the GUI of the system under test (SUT) and reinforcement learning based action selection strategies.

TESTAR at the highest level performs 3 steps in a continuous cycle:

1. Derive all the available actions
2. Select and execute one action
3. Wait for the GUI to update. Check test oracles

In this course we will explain each of these steps in details and show you how you can add more intelligence to each step.

![TESTAR website](link-to-website)

**Figure 2: An example of an artefact content with text and pictures**
Experiment:

Run TESTAR and select the following protocol that has been configured to test the SUT Windows Notepad:

01_desktop_generic PURE RANDOM

Select, for example, to test 5 sequences each of 20 actions, and startGenerate-mode.

If you run TESTAR for while, the results should include sequence(s) that found a crash (unexpected close of the SUT). This is a good example of the short-comings of a dumb monkey that does not know how the SUT should behave. If it does not know that Close or Exit action should actually stop the execution of the SUT, it will assume it was a crash.

After TESTAR has finished the test run and returned to the settings dialog, check the test results from TESTAR output folder. In the generated folder (the name starts with a date, then a time, and then notepad), you should see a folder named sequences_unexpectedclose, and from that folder you can see which of the generated sequences resulted in unexpected close of the SUT process. You can also look into the generated HTML reports of those sequences and check what was the last executed action of the sequence.

Check the video on Youtube to see how to complete this exercise:

![TESTAR Exercise 1](image)

**Figure 3: An example of an artefact with video on Youtube**
Option 1: Using a web browser to run a virtual machine that hosts TESTAR.

Go to https://qdesktop.testar.org/#/ and enter with

user: demo
password: testardemo

![Apache Guacamole](image)

*Figure 4: An example of an artefact with a hosted version of tool for experimenting*
3. Conclusions

This document described the architecture of the IVVES experimentation framework based on open source Moodle software.